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ABSTRACT
ii

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) is one of the fastestgrowing
techniques in the electronics industry. It is used in a wide range of
application fields such as, telecommunications, data communications,
image enhancement and processing, video signals, digital TV
broadcasting, and voice synthesis and recognition. Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) offers good solution for addressing the needsof highperformance DSP systems.
The focus of this thesis is on one of the basic DSP functions,
namely filtering signals to remove unwanted frequency bands. Multirate
Digital Filters (MDFs) are the main theme here. Theory and
implementation of MDF, as a special class of digital filters, will be
discussed.
Multirate digital filters represent a class of digital filters having a
number of attractive features like, low requirements for the coefficient
word lengths, significant saving in computation and storage requirements
results in a significant reduction in its dynamic power consumption.
This thesis introduces an efficient FPGA realization of a multirate
decimation filter with narrow pass-band and narrow transition band to
reduce the frequency sample rate by factor of 64 for noise thermometer
applications. The proposed multiratedecimation filter is composed of
three stages; the first stage is a Cascaded Integrator Comb (CIC)
decimation filter, the second stage is a two-coefficient Half-Band (HB)
filter and the last stage is a sharper transition HB filter.

iii

The frequency responses of individual stages as well as the overall
filter response have been demonstrated with full simulation using
MATLAB. The design and implementation of the proposedMDF on
FPGA (XILINX Virtex XCV800 BG432-4), using VHSIC Hardware
Description Language (VHDL), has been introduced. The implementation
areas of the proposed filter stages are compared. Using CIC-HB
technique saves 18% of the design area, compared to using six stages HB
decimation filters.
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INTRODUCTION
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Digital Signal Processing
Digital Signal Processing(DSP) is one of the most powerful technologies
that will shape science and engineering in the twenty-first century. Revolutionary
changes have already been made in a broad range of fields: communications,
medical imaging, radar & sonar, high fidelity music reproduction, and oil
prospecting, to name just a few. Each of these areas has developed a deep
technology, with its own algorithms, mathematics, and specialized techniques. This
combination of breath and depth makes it impossible for any one individual to
master all of the DSP technology that has been developed.DSP education involves
two tasks: learning general concepts that apply to the field as a whole, and learning
specialized techniques for our particular area of interest.
Itis notablefrom other areas in computer science by the unique type of data it
uses: signals. In most cases, these signals createas sensory data from the real
world: seismic vibrations, visual images, sound waves, etc. It is the mathematics,
the algorithms and the techniques used to controlthese signals after they have been
converted into a digital form. This includes a wide rangeof goals, such as:
improvementof visual images, recognition and generation of speech, compression
of data for storage and transmission, etc [1].
The roots of DSP are in the 1960s and 1970s when digital computers first
became available. Computers were expensive for the duration ofthis era, anditwas
2

limited to only a few critical applications. Pioneering hard workwas madein four
key areas: radar & sonar, where national security was at risk; oil exploration,
where large amounts of money could be made; space exploration, where the data
are irreplaceable; and medical imaging, where lives could be saved. Personal
Computer (PC) revolution of the 1980s and 1990s caused DSP to explode with
new applications. Rather than being motivated by military and government needs,
DSP was suddenly driven by the commercial marketplace. DSP reached the public
in such products as: mobile telephones, compact disc players, and electronic voice
mail. Fig.1.1 illustrates a few of these varied applications.This scientificrevolution
occurred from the top-down. In the early 1980s, it was taught as a graduate level
course in electrical engineering. A decade later, it had become a standard part of
the undergraduate curriculum. It is anessentialskill needed by scientists and
engineers in many fields. As an analogy, it can be compared to a previous
technological revolution: electronics. While still the realm of electrical
engineering, nearly every scientist and engineer has some background in basic
circuit design. Without it, they would be lost in the technological world. It has the
same future [1, 2].

3

Fig.1.1: DSP Applications

1.2 Analog and Digital Signal Processing
The basic elements in digital filters are the multipliers, adders, and delay
elements, and they carry out multiplication, addition, and shifting operations on
numbers according to an algorithm determined by the transfer function of the

4

filters or their equivalent models. They provide more flexibility and versatility
compared to analog filters. The coefficients of the transfer function and the sample
values of the input signal can be stored in the memory of the digital filter hardware
or on the computer (PC, workstation, or the mainframe computer), and by
changing the coefficients, we can change the transfer function of the filter, while
changing the sample values of the input, we can find the response of the filter due
to any number of input signals. This flexibility is not easily available in analog
filters [2].
Digital filters are easily programmed to do time-shared filtering under timedivision multiplexing scheme, whereas the analog signals cannot be interleaved
between timeslots. Digital filters can be designed to serve as time-varying filters
also by changing the sampling frequency and by changing the coefficients as a
function of time, namely, by changing the algorithm accordingly.
Digital filters have the advantage of high precision and reliability. Very high
precision can be obtained by increasing the number of bits to represent the
coefficients of the filter transfer function and the values of the input signal. Again,
we can increase the dynamic range of the signals and transfer function coefficients
by choosing floating-point representation of binary numbers. The values of the
inductors, capacitors, and the parameters of the operational amplifier parameters
and Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor(CMOS) transistors, and so on
used in the analog filters cannot achieve such high precision. Even if the analog
elements can be obtained with high accuracy, they are subject to great drift in their
value due to manufacturing tolerance, temperature, humidity, and other parameters
depending on the type of device technology used over long periods of service, and

5

hence their filter response degrades slowly and eventually fails to meet the
specifications. In the case of digital filters, such effects are nonexistent because the
word length of the transfer coefficients as well as the product of addition and
multiplication within the filter does not change with respect to time or any of the
environmental conditions that plague the analog circuits. Consequently, the
reliability of digital filters is much higher than that of analog filters, and this means
that they are more economical in application. Of course, catastrophic failures due
to unforeseen factors are equally possible in both cases. If we are using computers
to analyze, design, and simulate these filters, we can assume even doubleprecision
format for the numbers that represent filter coefficients and signal samples.
Simulation, analysis, and design of any number of filters could be carry out under
many conditions, for example, Monte Carlo analysis, worst case analysis, or
iterative optimization to test the design before we build the hardware and test it
again and again. Of course, we can do the same in the case of analog filters or
continuoustime systems also (e.g., analog control systems) using such software as
MATLAB(Matrix Laboratory) and Simulink. During the manufacture of analog
filters, we may have to tune each of them to correct for manufacturing tolerances,
but there is no such need to test the accuracy of the word length in digital filters
[2].
Data on digital filters can be stored on magnetic tapes, Compact Disks
(CDs), Digital Video Disks (DVDs), and optical disks for an indefinite length of
time. They can be retrieved without any degradation or loss of data; a good
example is the music recorded on CDs. In contrast, analog signals deteriorate
slowly as time passes and cannot be retrieved easily without any loss. There is no
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easy way of storing the transfer function coefficients that defines the analog system
and feeding the input signals stored on these storage devices to the analog system.
By using digital filters, we can realize many transfer functions that cannot be
realized by analog filters. For example, in addition to those already mentioned
above, the following characteristics could be realized from digital filters [3]:
1- Transition bands much smaller than what can be achieved from analog
filters; an example would be a low-pass filter with a bandwidth of 5 KHz
and a pass-band ripple of 0.5 dB, and 100 dB attenuation above 5.01 KHz.
In spectrum analyzers and synthesizers, vocoders (voice recorders), and
similar devices, extremely low tolerances on the magnitude and phase
responses over adjacent pass-bands are required, and digital filters can be
designed to meet these specifications.
2- Finite duration impulse response and filters with linear phase. Neither of
these characteristics can be achieved by analog filters. Digital filters with
these characteristics are used extensively in many applications.

3- Bandwidth of the order 5 Hz or even a fraction thereof that is commonly
required to process biomedical or seismic signals.
4- Programmable filters, MDFs, multidimensional filters, andadaptive filters.
Programmable filters are used to adjust the frequencyselective properties of
the filters. MDFs are used in the processing of many complex signals with
different rates of fluctuation, whereas twodimensional digital filters are the
7

filters used in image processing. Adaptive filters are used invariably when
the transmission medium between the transmitter andreceiver changes either
as the transmission line is switched to different receivers or as it changes
continuously between the transmitter and the receiver. For example, when a
telephone conversation is switched from one point to another and the cable
or the microwave link changes, or when the mobile phone moves as the
talker moves over a wide territory, adaptive filters are absolutely necessary
to compensate for the distortion of the signal as it passes through the
transmission link.
5- Filters have been chosen as an example to compare digital and analog signal
processors. There are many other types of digital signal processing that are
feasible and are being used, and these are not possible or very efficient in
analog filters. For example, error detection in transmitted signals and
correction to reduce the error rate is an advanced technique used in many
applications. Another example is our ability to compress the data by a
significant factor and receive the input signal at lower cost and very good
quality. To point out the power of digital signal processing theory and the
digital signal processors available, let us again consider the mobile phone.
Bateman and Patterson-Stephan’s state that “Within the phone, a single DSP
device

may

be

performing

real-time

speech

compression,

video

compression, echo cancellation, noise cancellation, voice recognition,
waveform

coding,modulation/demodulation,

interleaving,

multipath

equalization, soft decision decoding, convolution, automatic frequency,
power and gain control”, and all of them done in a tri-band phone with Time
division multiple access (TDMA), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA),
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and analog signal processing. The mobile phone is just an example to
illustrate the large number of digital signal processing techniques that are
built into any of the applications described above.

1.3 Fundamental of Digital Filters
There are two basic types of digital filters, Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
filters and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters. The general form of the digital
filter transfer function isgiven as [4]:

H ( z) 

b0  b1 z 1  ...  bN z  N
1  a1 z 1  ...  aM z  M

(1.1)

Digital filters for which M ≥ 1 (and aM≠ 0), are called IIR filters, because
their impulse response sequence has an infinite duration - it never dies out
completely. Digital filters for which M = 0, are called FIR filters, because the
impulse response is nonzero for a finite number of samples. Their transfer function
isgiven as [4]:
H ( z )  b0  b1 z 1  ...  bN z  N

(1.2)

The structures of the IIR and FIR, according to eqn.1.1 and eqn.1.2, are
shown in fig.1.2 and fig.1.3, respectively.
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Fig.1.2: Direct realization of IIR filters
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Fig.1.3: Direct realization ofFIR filters

There

are

four

basic

filter

types,

according

to

the

passed

and

attenuatedfrequency ranges, as following:
1- Low-pass Filter (LPF) is designed to pass lower frequencies, from zero to a
certain cut-off frequency fc, and to block higher frequencies.
10

2- High-pass filter is designed to pass higher frequencies, from a certain cut-off
frequency fc to Nyquist frequency (fs/2), and to block lower frequencies.
3- Band-pass filter is designed to pass a certain frequency range, which does not
include zero, and to block other frequencies.

4- Band-stop filter is designed to block a certain frequency range, which does
not include zero, and to pass other frequencies.

1.4 Narrow Band LPF

A LPF is designed to pass low frequencies, from zero to a definitecutoff
frequency fc, with aboutunity gain. The frequency range [0, fc] is called the pass
band of the filter. High frequencies, from a definitefrequency fst (stop frequency)
up to (fs/2), are to be attenuated. The frequency range [fst,fs/2] is called the stop
band of the filter. The frequency range [fc,fst], between the pass band and the stop
band, is called the transition band of the filter as shown in fig.1.4.The hatch areas
indicate the forbidden magnitude values in the pass band and in the stop band. The
parameters



and  are the positive and negative tolerances of the magnitude


response in the pass band, where the desired magnitude response is 1.The quantity
max {  ,  } is called the pass-band ripple (  P ). The parameter (  s ) is the tolerance




of the magnitude response in the stop bandis called the stop-band attenuation,
where the desired magnitude response is nil [5].
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Digital filters whose bandwidth is considerably smaller than the sample rate, or
narrow-band filters, are required in many applications. Several options, such as
frequency-masking and multistage MDF, rather than the standard FIR realization
can be used to produce efficient narrow-band filter realization [5].
In thiswork, the multistage multirate technique is demonstrated for a specific
narrow band LPF that is utilized in a noise thermometer application.
|H(f)|
1+  
1+  

s
fcfstfs/2f

Fig.1.4: Specifications of a low-pass filter

1.5 Strengths and Weaknesses for FIR and IIR Filters
Because an IIR filter uses both a feedforward polynomial (zeros as the roots)
and a feedback polynomial (poles as the roots), it has a much sharper transition
characteristic for a given filter order. Like analog filters with poles, an IIR filter
usually has nonlinear phase characteristics. Also, the feedback loop makes IIR
filters difficult to use in adaptive filter applications.
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Due to its all zero structure, the FIR filter has a linear phase response when
the filter’s coefficients are symmetric, as is the case in most standard filtering
applications in theZ-plane.IIR filters may have stability problems, especially after
quantization is applied.FIR filters always stable [2].
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CHAPTER 2
MULTIRATE
DIGITAL FILTERS
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CHAPTER 2
MULTIRATE DIGITAL FILTERS
2.1 Introduction
A MDF is a digital filter that changes the input sampling rate of the input
signal into another desired one. These filters are of an essential importance in
communications, image processing, digital audio, and multimedia. During the past
three decades, MDFs have been developed for implementation of digital filters
with stringent spectral constraints[6]. One reason for considering multirate
implementation of a given DSP task, such as filtering, is computational efficiency.
The second reason is improved performance.The importance of MDF in modern
DSPsystems is roughly three-fold [7]:
 First, the multirate filtering is used whenever two digital systems with
different sampling rates have to be connected. Filtering is used to suppress
aliasing in decimation, and to remove imaging in interpolation. The use of
an appropriate filter enables one to convert a digital signal of a specified
sampling rate into another signal with a target sampling rate without
destroying the signal components of interest.
 Second, the multirate filtering is one of the best approaches for solving
complex filtering problems when a single filter operating at a fixed sampling
rate is of significantly high order and suffers from output noise due to
multiplication round-off errors and from the high sensitivity to variations in

15

the filter coefficients. MDFs provide a practical solution for digital filters
with stringent spectral characteristics that are very difficult to solve
otherwise.
 Third, multirate filtering is used in constructing multirate filter banks.

2.2 Basic Multirate Operations
Systems that employ multiple sampling rates in the processing of digital
signals are called multirateDSPsystems. The most basic operations in
multirateDSP systems are decimation and interpolation.

2.2.1 Decimation
The process of reducing the sampling rate is known as decimation.It
consistsof two stages: anti-aliasing filter and down-sampling. The second stage
isdiscussed first in this section, namely the down-sampler. Then, the spectral
behaviorof such a system will be exposed that enables to determine the
characteristics of theanti-aliasing filter. The symbol of the down-sampler is
sketched in fig.2.1. Thesampling rate of a discrete signal x(kT1) is reduced by a
decimation factor Mby takingonly each Mth value of the signal. Thus, the relation
between the input and the outputsignals can be written as [8]:
y(mT2 )  x(kMT1 )

(2.1)
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where, T1is the data input sampling period while T2is the data output
decimatingsampling period.

Fig.2.1: Down-sampler
The decimated signal, y(mT2), resulted by dropping out M- 1 zeros between
each pairof samples of the input signal, x(kT1), as illustrated in fig.2.2, for M=4.
The need for anti-aliasing filter is illustrated in fig.2.3which shows the spectral
description of the down-sampling process by a decimationfactor, M= 4. At first the
spectrum of the original signal x(eJΩ) is illustrated. Thesignal has been assumed to
have a normalized cut-off frequency, Ω = π/M. Then, thespectrum of the decimated
signal y(mT2) is depicted. This spectrum is the sum of allmodulation components
of the original signal x(kT1). This means that in every interval of length 2π we can
find M-1 equally spaced replica of the original spectrum centered at multiples of
the target normalized decimating frequency 2π/M [8].
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Fig.2.2: Down-sampling by M realized digitally (M = 4)

Fig. 2.3: Down-sampling: Spectral Interpretation (M = 4)
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From fig.2.3 it can be noticed that if the spectrum of the original signal is not
bandlimitedto Ω = π/M after the down-sampling process the spectral replica placed
atmultiples of the target frequency overlap with each other. This is what socalledaliasing. Aliasing components change the signal irreversibly. For that reason
it isnecessary to limit the band-width of the signal by means of an anti-aliasing
filterbefore down-sampling it. The complete process of filtering and downsampling isknown as decimation that is achieved by a decimator as shown in
fig.2.4[8].

Fig.2.4: Block diagram of a decimator
It can be affirmed that before down-sampling the signal, it should be
bandlimitedin order to avoid aliasing effects. Consequently, the ideal anti-aliasing
filtershould have a normalized cut-off frequency π/M. However, real filters are
non-ideal. For this reason, in practice, spectral components with a frequency above
π /Mmight exist. Fortunately, it is possible to design filters, which attenuate these
unwanted components to an acceptable level. Then, signals can be treated as if they
are band limited. The band-limited signal x(nT1) after filtering is given as[9]:

x(nT1 )  (u * h)(nT1 ) 



 u(kT ).h((n  k )T )

k 

1

1
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(2.2)

This signal is down-sampled using eqn.2.1 and the output of the decimation
filteris given as [9]:

y (mT2 ) 



 u(kT ).h((mM  k )T )

k 

1

(2.3)

1

Eqn. 2.3 represents the main functions of the decimation filter as a down-sampler
and an anti-aliasing filter.

2.2.2 Interpolation
The process of increasing the sampling rate is known as interpolation and it
consists of two stages: up-sampling and anti-imaging filtering. The first
component, namely the up-sampler, is discussed first. Then, the spectral behavior
of it is exposed such that the characteristics of the anti-imaging filter can be easily
determined.
The up-sampler symbol is shown in fig.2.11. The sampling rate of a
discretetimesignal u(kT1) is incremented by a factor L by placingL-1 equally
spaced zerosbetween each pair of samples. Thus, the relation between the output
signal and theinput is given as [9]:
 m
u ( T1 )
x( mT2 )   L
0

for

m  kL, k  z

otherwise
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(2.4)

Fig.2.5: Up-Sampler
The up-sampling process is depicted as shown in fig.2.6, for L=4.Comparing
this illustration with fig.2.2 it is clear that the step of leaving out thezeros has been
reserved. However, instead of dropping M-1 zeros between each sample, L-1 zeros
are inserted.
The relationship between the spectrum of the input and the output signal is
shown infig.2.7 for L= 4. Fromfig.2.7 it can be observed that zero-filledsignal
already contains the spectrum of a signal sampled with the target frequency, but it
has also L-1 image-spectra. For this reason, anti-imaging filtering is needed in
orderto remove these components of the spectrum. This suggests that the
calculation of theinterpolated sampling values in the time domain corresponds to
removing the imagesof the spectrum in the frequency domain. Hence, the impulse
response of the interpolation filter should be derived by polynomial interpolation
techniques [10].
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Fig.2.6: Up-sampling by L realized digitally (L=4)
The fullprocess of interpolation, consisting of up-sampling and anti-imaging,
issketched in fig.2.8. The output signal to this system is given as [11]:

y (mT2 )  ( x * h)(mT2 ) 



 x(kT ).h((m  k )T )

k 

2

2

Fig.2.7: Up-sampling: Spectral Interpretation (L= 4)
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(2.5)

Fig.2.8: Block diagram of an interpolator

2.3 Noble Identities
A special type of cascade is shown in fig.2.9.a where a filter H(z) follows a
down-sampler, and in fig.2.9.c where a filter H(z) precedes an up-sampler. Such
interconnections arise when using the polyphaserepresentation for decimation and
interpolation filters. If the function H(z) is rational (i.e., a ratio of polynomials in z
or z-1) then we can redraw fig.2.9.aas in fig.2.9.b, and fig.2.9.c as in fig.2.9.d.
These are called noble identities [6].

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig.2.9: The noble identities for multirate systems
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The proofs of them are shown below.
1

M 1

Y2 ( z ) 

1
M



1
M

M 1

1

M

M 1

1

M

M 1

1

 X ( z M W k )H (( z M W k )M )
k 0

1

1

 X ( z M W k )H ( z M e
M

 j 2 k M
M

)

k 0

 X (z

1
M

W k )H ( ze  j 2 k )

k 0

 X (z

1
M

W k )H ( z )

k 0

 Y1 ( z )

(2.6)

, W  e  j 2 k

Which shows that Y2(z) is equal to Y1(z). Also, consider that
Y4 ( z )  H ( z L ) X ( z )  H ( z L ) X ( z L )  Y3 ( z )

(2.7)

Which proves that Y4(z) is the same as Y3(z).

2.4 Polyphase Representation
The polyphaserepresentation is an important improvementin multirate signal
processing. It permits great simplification of theoretical results and leads to
computationally efficient implementations of decimator and interpolator.
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Considering a filter:


H ( z) 

 h( n) z

n

(2.8)

n 

the coefficients of it can be separated into odd numbered part and even numbered
part, i.e., H(z) can be written as [9]:

H ( z) 



 h ( n) z

n

n 







n 



(2.9)

h(2n) z 2 n  z 1  h(2n  1) z 2 n
n 

If we define

H0 ( z) 





n 

h(2n) z  n , H1 ( z ) 



 h(2n  1) z

n

n 

(2.10)

The representation of H (z) can be rewritten as [9]:
H ( z )  H 0 ( z 2 )  z 1.H1 ( z 2 )

(2.11)
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This representation can be put into implementation directly. Fig.2.10 shows
an example of this reconstruction for a decimator with M=2. Thepolyphase
implementationfig.2.10.c is more efficient than a direct implementation asshown in
fig.2.10.a. Although there are some hardware overheads due to thedown-sampler,
H0(z) and H1(z) will operate at lower rate. Each of them requires only N/2
multiplications and (N-1)/2 additions per unit time to carry out the processing
relative to N multiplications and (N-1) additions per unit time that the direct
implementation needs. Here, N is the tap length of decimation filter H(z) [12].

Fig.2.10: Reconstruction of a decimation filter for M=2
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This polyphaserepresentation can also be used on the implementation of
interpolator. Fig.2.11 shows the general form of the polyphaseimplementation of
M-fold decimator and L-fold interpolator [12].

(a)

(b)

Fig.2.11: Polyphase Representation of (a) M-fold Decimatorand
(b) L-fold Interpolator

2.5 Frequency Masking Filters
The Frequency Masking (FM) filter consists of two stages, which has the
same sample rate as that at the input and output. The cascaded filter structure in
fig.2.10 is a two-stage FM filter.

x(n)

G(zL)

F(z)

y(n)

Fig.2.12: The FM filters architecture
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The first stage transfer function G(zL) is a function of zL. It can be
implemented by replacing the unit delay operator z-1 in a transversal filter G(z), by
z-L , i.e., simply replacing each delay element by L units of delay. This is
equivalent to inserting L-1 zeros; interpolating by a factor L; between the original
impulse response values of G(z), which is known as model filter. Hence, the FM
filter is also called Interpolated FIR (IFIR) [13].
L-fold rate expansion of a time series causes L-1 spectral replicates to fold
back into the frequency interval [0, ]. In going from G(z) to G(zL), the frequency
response is compressed by the factor L. Hence, the critical frequencies in the base
band-spectrum of G(zL) are L times narrower than those of G(z).
|H(Z)|-required filter
(a)
fcfstfs/2

f

|G(Z)|-model filter

LfcLfstfs/2

(b)
f

|F(Z)|-mask filter

|G(ZL ) |

(c)

fs/L
fcfstfs/L-fst

(fs/M)+fstfs/2-fst

fs/2

f

Fig.2.13: The FM filter frequency response
To realize a required narrow band LPF with critical frequencies (fc, fst), a
model filter G(z) with critical frequencies (Lfc, Lfst) and then interpolated by factor
L is designed to be the first stage, see fig.2.13 (a) and (b).
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By rate expanding, a filter’s impulse response has the desired effect of
decreasing the base-band filter G(z) transition band to the required filter transition
band values without introducing any additional arithmetic except some additional
memory to accommodate the increased storage requirements for the input signal
time history. However, the spectral replicates or images are a problem and must be
rejected by the second stage filter, the image rejection filter F(z), which is known
as mask filter, see fig.2.13.c.

The mask filter has the same cut-off frequency (fc) of the required filter but
with wider transition band, [fcfs/L-fst]. The resultant transfer function is:

(2.12)

H ( z )  G( z L ) F ( z )

The mask filter F(z) can be realized as well by the same technique as model and
mask filters. Hence, two stages or more where the last stage is a mask filter, which
can be implemented as a standard FIR, can realize the frequency-masking filter and
the rest stages are interpolated filters with different interpolation factors. Different
structures of FM filters were introduced for narrow band and wide band filters. As
well as, the FM filters were proposed for multistage decimation and interpolation
filters [14, 15].

2.6 Multistage MultirateLPF
In many applications, it is usually necessary to design a decimator/
interpolator with a large decimation/interpolation ratio. Although this can be done
by designing a filter directly and using the polyphase structure to save the
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arithmetic operations, it is more efficient to design in multiple stages, and the IFIR
technique is still applicable.
Considering a decimator shown in fig.2.14.a, the LPFH(z) will be a narrow
band case as the decimation ratio M becomes large. The IFIR technique can be
used to reduce the hardware complexity of H(z). If we carefully design the
interpolation factor L of the periodic model filter G(zL) to be M1, as shown
infig.2.14.b, the structure of the decimator can be reconstructed into fig.2.14.cfrom
noble identity. By this structure, the decimator is divided into two sections, and
both of them can be implemented by polyphase representation with less filter
coefficients resulting from image suppressor I(z) and model filter G(z), as shown
infig.2.14.d. In addition, the interpolator can be designed in the same way, as
shown in fig.2.15 [12].
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Fig.2.14: Multistage IFIR decimatorFig.2.15: Multistage IFIR interpolator
Furthermore, the multistage IFIR decimator/interpolator structure can also
extend to three stages or more. Fig.2.16 shows the derivation of the structure with
three-stage decomposition [12].
When decimation by a large factor is required, multistage is the suitable
solution, i.e., division of the process into several stages. The decimation factor M
can be factorized into a multiplication of two or more factors. Each decimation
factor provides one stage of the multistage. Efficient polyphase schemes for
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decimation were introduced to compute one output sample for every M samples by
adding appropriately delayed outputs from all M parallel all-pass subfilters [16].

Fig.2.16: Multistage IFIR decimator with threestages decomposition

2.7 Factorization of Decimation Factor
Suppose a singlestage FIR filter with order N. By realizingthis filter
specification using the multistage multirate realization, the total order of the
multistage MDF is the summation of each stage order.
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The orderNofthe direct realization FIR filter can be estimated from the
following Kaiser empirical formula [2]:

N

20log10  p  s  13

2

where

(2.13)

2.32( st   p )

/ and

2

/ .

Suppose an integer decimation factor M andit can be factorized into I factors as
following:
M  M1 * M 2 *...* M I

(2.14)

It can have an I-stages filter design with an anti-aliasing filter for each stage. The
specifications for each stage filter depend on the original LPF.Hence, the overall
normalized stop-band frequency is:

 st 


M





(2.15)

M1M 2 ...M I

For the first filter stage specifications, the normalized stop-band frequencyis
defined in order to avoid aliasing after M1-fold decimation as:

 st1 


M1

  st



(2.16)

M1
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As well as, the normalized pass-band frequency of the first stage filter is:

 p1   p

M
M1

(2.17)

The final stage defines the transition band region specification, and the stop-band
ripples of the overall filter. The stop-band attenuation of each stage filter must be
kept equal to that of the overall filter. On the other hand, since the total δ of the
multistage is the addition of δ of each stage, the pass-band ripples of each stage
can be taken as (δ /I) [7].
From eqns. 2.14 and 2.15, the order of the first filter stage has the following ratio:
N1  N (M1 / M )

(2.18)

Similarly, for the ith stage,
Ni  N (M i / M ) (2.19)

Hence, the total order of the multistage MDF is given by
(2.20)

N new  N ( M1  M 2  ...  M I ) / M

For optimized factorization, the Nnew is minimum when
M1  M 2  ...  M I  2or 4

(2.21)
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where I = logM1 M. Hence, the best factorization scheme of the multistage MDFs is
mathematically proved to have logM1M stages and each stage has M1 decimation
factor, where M1=2 or 4 [13].
For example, applying different multistage factorizations on realization of
FIR filter with specifications of fs=40MHz,fc=300KHz, fst=400KHz, δ =0.1,
andδ =60 dB, shows that the best multistage factorization is S (no. of stages) = 3,
or 6, and each stage of decimation factorof 4 or 2, respectively. The results of the
different factorization schemes are shown in Table 2.1, indicating that the lowest
total FIR filter order is 231tabs instead of 1087tabsin case of one stage FIR filter.
Table 2.1: Different multistage factorization comparison of FIR filters
fs

40MHz

fc

fst

M

S

δ

δ

Order of FIR
N

300 KHz

64

1

0.1

60 dB

1087

2.4MHz,
300KHz
4MHz,
1MHz,
300KHz

400 KHz
3.2MHz,
400KHz
3.2MHz,
0.8MHz,
400KHz

9.6MHz
4.8MHz,
2.4MHz,
1.2MHz,
600KHz,
300KHz

12.8MHz
6.4MHz,
3.2MHz,
1.6MHz,
800KHz,
400KHz

2*
2*
2*
2*
2*
2

8*
8
4*
4*
4

2
3

6

0.05
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.017
0.017
0.017
0.017
0.017
0.017

60 dB
60 dB

60 dB

147
147
77
77
77
40
40
40
40
40
40

Hence, the multirate decimation LPF can be built with stages of anti-aliasing
filters, each stage being decimated to a lower sampling rate than the previous one.
CIC filters and HB polyphase filters can be used as stages of the multistage
multirate LPF.
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CHAPTER 3
MULTIRATE FILTER ARCHITECTURE
3.1 Introduction
When a practical MDF is designed, it is important to specify the overall
filter requirements, determine the optimum number of stages of decimation that
will yield the most efficient implementation, and choose the appropriate
decimation factors for each stageand design an appropriate filter for each stage.
In many applications, such as noise thermometer systems, a narrow-band
LPF is required. The noise thermometer is used for metrological and industrial
temperature measurements, based on the Nyquist theorem. In order to optimize the
utilizable bandwidth of the noise signals, a narrow band LPF with very sharp cut
off frequencies is required. Equal phase responses in both channels and high
linearity are difficult and expensive to build and adjust with analog filters. To
avoid these problems, we built a digital LPF with a sampling rate of 40MHz. The
LPFproperties are a pass-band frequency of 300 KHz, a stop-band frequency of
400 KHz, a maximum pass-band attenuation of 0.1 dB, and a minimum stop-band
attenuation of 60dB [17].
This LPF design, implemented as one stage FIR filter, requires 1087 taps. In
general, it is not practical to design or implement such filter as ordinary time
invariant FIR filter due to the extremely long filter length.
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In order to realize the specifications, the first step in designing a MDF is to
decide which types of filters will be used and where decimation will occur. It is
necessary to choose a kind of the filter architecture which area and speed are
reasonable [18]. Table 3.1 give five methods to realize the decimation filter; N is
the filter taps number [19].
Table 3.1: Comparison of five multiratedecimation filter architectures

The multistage design offers significant savings in computation and storage
requirements over a single stage design. The number of taps in the first and second
filter architecture is very large; the fifth method using six stages HB filter has few
taps. However, it must have a large ROM to store the filter coefficients. Sothe fifth
method will be not adopted [19]. Multipliers represent most of the hardware used
to implement a filter. As a result, multipliers contribute to most of the power
consumption in a filter. TheCascaded Integrator Comb (CIC) filters don’trequire
multipliers. Therefore, they have been cascaded in the beginning of the
MDFchain[20].
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The fourth method will be used in this work because CIC filter and HB
filters result in fewer taps, less hardware and lower power. Fig.3.1delineates the
basic building blocks of the proposedMDF. In this design, a fs= 40 MHz input
sampling frequency is first reduce to 2.5 MHz (fs/16) with a third orderCIC filter,
followed by further reduction to 625KHz using two stagesHB filters.

8-bits
fs=40MHz

CIC3

12-bits
2.5MHz

12-bits
1.25MHz

HB1

HB2

12-bits
625 KHz

Fig.3.1: Building blocks of the proposedmultiratedecimation filter

3.2 Cascaded Integrator Comb (CIC) Filter Theory
CIC filters were first introduced to the signalprocessing community, by E.
Hogenauer [18], and mainly used in efficient implementation of decimation and
interpolation. Bonus in using CIC filters, and a characteristic that makes them
popular in hardware devices, is that they require no multiplication.
The arithmetic needed to implement these digital filters is additions and
subtractions only. CIC filters are known in the field of electronics with different
names, like moving average filter or recursive filter. As the name suggests, a CIC
filter is constructed by cascading two simple filter structures together: combs and
integrators [18].
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In order to make a CIC decimation filter, N integrator filters are cascaded
together followed by N comb filters and finally by a down-sampler. Fig.3.2 shows
a block diagram of this cascade.

IN

N
Combs (DMdelay)

N
Integrator

M

OUT

Fig.3.2: Block diagram of a CIC decimator
Using one of the Noble identities, the down-sampler can be pushed before the
comb filter cascade. This is shown in fig.3.3.

IN

N
Integrator

N
Combs (D delay)

M

OUT

Fig.3.3: Block diagram of a decimating CIC filter
The transfer function of the decimating CIC filter shown in fig.3.3 is given as [21]:
1  z  DM N
H ( z)  (
)
1  z 1

(3.1)

Thus, the frequency responseof the decimating CIC filter is given as [21]:

H ( )  

sin(

 DM
2



sin( )
2

)



N

(3.2)
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where M is the decimation factor of the filter, D is the differential delay (or the
number of samples to delay the input signal in the comb stages), and N is the
number of stages in the CIC filter.
The structure shown in fig.3.3 is attractive because in thisarrangement, the
comb cascade canrunat the lower sample rate. There are manyadvantages for using
a CIC filter. The first reason is that they are multiplier free, making them ideal for
high sample rate applications. Secondly, they can be organized such that they
decimate the incoming signal while at the same time filtering with a low-pass filter
to avoid aliasing in the frequency domain.
One disadvantage of the CIC filter, however, is that they have relatively
large gain. The gain of a CIC filter is DM . This leads to large accumulator
registers in the integrator stages when fixed-point arithmetic is used. If the bit
width of the accumulator registers is not sufficient to allow for the gain of the
filter, they can overflow and cause the filter to be unstable. It has been shown that
if the output bit width follows
Bout  Bin  ceil log 2 ( DM ) N 

where

(3.3)

the bit width of the CIC filter output and Bin is is the bit width of the

input to the CIC filter, then the accumulators will not overflow and the filter will
be stable [22].
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From eqn. 3.3 it can be seen that the bit width of the accumulators can be
quite large. With modern FPGAs however, registers are plentiful. Due to this, full
precision according to eqn. 3.3 will be kept throughout the CIC filter and quantized
before the next filter processes the data [23].
Another disadvantage of the CIC filter is that it has a sinc shaped frequency
response. This could lead to unwanted attenuation in the pass-band of the filter. To
correct this, a CIC correction filter usually follows a decimating CIC filter to
correct the unwanted droop. The filter that will follow the CIC filter and decimate
the signal to its final desired sample rate is a half-band filter [24].
The more integrator and comb filters that are cascaded together, the
bettertheCIC filter does at filtering. Fig.3.4 shows the frequency response of CIC
filters with one, three, and five stages to further illustrate this point [25].
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(a) One stage CIC filter(M=16, D=1, N=1)

(b) Three stage CIC filter(M=16, D=1, N=3)

(c) Five stage CIC filter (M=16, D=1, N=5)
Fig.3.4: Frequency response of three CIC filters, each with a different number
ofstages
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3.2.1 Digital Integrator
The integrator circuit is similar to an accumulator which is used to
accumulate or store the sum of the input data. It is a single-pole IIR filter with a
filter coefficient factor of one. The transfer function of the integrator is shown as
[26]:
y (n)  x(n)  y (n  1)
z
H ( z) 
z 1

(3.4)

The output of the integrator is the sum of the present input and the past
output as can be observed from the time domain representation eqn. 3.4. Basedon
eqn.3.4, a block diagrammatic representation of the digital integrator can be
modeled and is shown in fig.3.5.

Fig.3.5: Block diagram of a digital integrator
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The delay element is used to delay the output signal by one clock period and
can be implemented using a memory element. A simple register can be used to
achieve the delay. The transfer function in z-domain representation can be
converted into a frequency domain by substituting z with ej2π(f/fs). The magnitude
response of the integrator is given by eqn. 3.5 and the plot showing the magnitude
response of the integrator is shown in fig 3.6 [26].

H( f ) 

1

(3.5)

f
2(1  cos 2 )
fs

The magnitude response of the integrator shows that the integrator has an infinite
gain at DC (zero frequency) and at multiples of the sampling frequency fs. The
integrator has a minimum value of 0.5 but the frequency of operation that is of
interest is at fs. Since the gain is infinite at DC and at fs, it might cause the
integrator to become unstable and there is every chance that the register used in the
delay element could overflow causing data loss. In order to avoid problems with
register overflow, two’s complement coding scheme is used.

…

Fig.3.6: Magnitude response of a digital integrator
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3.2.2 Digital Differentiator
A differentiator circuit also called as a comb filter is a FIR filter. A comb
filter is a digital LPF. The time domain and the transfer function of the
differentiator are given as [26]:
y (n)  x(n)  x(n  1)
H ( z) 

(3.6)

Y ( z)
 (1  z 1 )
X ( z)

From the time domain representation it can be explained that the output of
the differentiator is the difference between the present input and the past input.
Based on eqn. 3.6, the block diagram of the differentiator can be modeled and is
shown in fig.3.7.
The transfer function is converted into the frequency response and the
expression for the magnitude response is given as [26]:

H ( f )  2(1  cos 2

f
)
fs

(3.7)

The magnitude response of the differentiator is shown in fig.3.8. The two’s
complement output of the integrator is applied as the input to the differentiator, and
so the differentiator also uses the two’s complement coding scheme.
The final output of the decimator which is the output of the differentiator
circuit has to be in binary form for further signaling processing. So that the two’s
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complement output is converted back to the binary form. It should be noted that the
differentiator operates at a different clock frequency compared to the clock
frequency of the integrator as explained above. Because of this, both the circuits
act as individual blocks and can be used for cascading in order to form a cascaded
integrator comb filter [27].

Fig.3.7: Block diagram of a digital differentiator (Comb filter)

…

Fig.3.8: Magnitude response of a digital differentiator (Comb filter)
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3.3 Multistage CIC Filter
As explained above a CIC filter is formed by cascading the digital integrator
and the digital differentiator. In order to have better filter characteristics higher
order CIC filter is designed based on eqn. 3.1. In this work, a third order CIC filter
is designed; its block diagram is shown in fig.3.9.
Integrator Stages

Input

Clock (fs)

1
1

Differentiator Stages

1
ــ

1

1
ــ

1

1

ــ

Clock
divider

ـ

1

ـ

1

ـ

Output

fs/M

Fig.3.9: Block diagram of 3rd order CIC filter
The filter has a third order integrator and a third order differentiator circuits
separated by a clock divider. The integrator stage and the differentiator stage
operate at different frequency. Fig.3.10 shows the frequency response of the CIC
decimation filter for M=16, D=1, and N=3.
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Fig.3.10: Frequency response of the CIC decimation filter (M=16, D=1, N=3)

3.4Half-Bandfilters
Half-Band (HB) filter plays an important role in multirateDSP. HB-FIR
filters are easily designed to exhibit exactly linear phase, but HB-IIR filters provide
higher computation speed at the cost of the phase non-linearity. Hence, the
advantage of HB-IIR filters is evident for the applications where the computation
speed, low power consumption and miniaturization are the main requirements.
HB-FIRand HB-IIRfilters are special classes of digital filters, which are of
particular interest both in single rate and multirate signal processing. The common
characteristic of HB filter is that the 3dB cutoff frequency is located at π/2, and the
transition band is approximately symmetric around this frequency.
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HB filters are used for many applications such as:Digital communication
transmission systems, The construction of Hilbert transformers, which are used to
generate the analytical signals, used as prototypes in constructing critically
sampled multichannel filter banks, and very popular in the sampling rate alteration
systems as well, where they are used as decimation and interpolation filters in
single-stage and multistage systems [28].

3.4.1HB-IIR filters
HB-IIR filters are very attractive because of very efficient implementations
that can be achieved with this filter class. The magnitude response characteristics
of HB-IIR filter are defined by eqn.3.8 and 3.9. Therefore, a HB-IIR filter is
power-symmetric around the central frequency ωc= π/2. It satisfies the frequency
symmetry condition
 p  s  

(3.8)

and according to the power-symmetry property, the pass-band and the stop-band
ripples are related by

(3.9)

 p  1  1   2s

In the middle of the band, at the frequency ofωc= π/2, the filter magnitude
equals 1/√2 corresponding to the attenuation of approximately 3 dB. A typical
magnitude response of a HB-IIR filter is plotted in fig.3.11 [28].
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Fig.3.11:HB-IIR filter magnitude response
Thisrealization structure provides minimal number of multiplication
constants which amounts only (N-1)/2, N filterorder, an odd integer. The
realization is based on the sum of two all-pass functions H0(z) and H1(z),

H ( z) 

1
 H 0 ( z )  z 1 H1 ( z ) 
2

(3.10)

where

H 0 ( z )   l 2,4,...

( N 1)/2

2
( N 1)/2 l  z
l  z 2
1
,
(
)
and
H
z

z
l 3,5,... 1   z 2
1
1  l z 2
l

(3.11)

The constant βrepresents the conjugate-complex pole pairs, and are
computed as the squared modulus of the filter poles [28].
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3.4.2 The Two-path PolyphaseHB Filter
The multirate LPF can be built with a multistage filter decimated by power of
two factors. Decimation with factors of two can be realized efficiently by using
cascaded polyphase two-path HB-IIR filters.

The two-coefficient fifth-order filter is an attractive HB-IIR structure from the
design as well as a realization point of view. The two-coefficient filter, which is
used in the second stage, can be designed to completely avoid the use of
multipliers. In the final stage, a sharper transition HB filter is used to get the
required pass band.

The transfer function of the two-coefficient filter employing the second-order
all-pass section, having the structure shown in fig.3.13, is given by [17]:

2
 a  z 2

1 b  z

H1 ( z )  0.5 
z
2
2 
1  bz 
1  az

(3.12)

Where ‘a’ and ‘b’ are the branch coefficients
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Fig.3.12: Frrequency response
r
o the two coefficiennts HB filtter
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Fig.3.13:H
F
HBfilters (a)
( Secondd-order alll-pass, andd (b) Two-pathHBL
LPF.
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For the final stage of the MDFs, sharp transition HBfilters are required.
Hence, the two-cascaded two-coefficient filter, with two different coefficient sets
is utilized. The transfer function of the two-cascaded two-coefficient filters is
given by [17]:
2
2
  a  z 2
    a1  z 2

1 b0  z
1 b1  z


H 2 ( z )   0.5  0
z
z
*
0.5









2
2
2
2

1  b0 z    1  a1 z
1  b1 z  
 1  a0 z

(3.13)

The two-cascaded two-coefficient filters frequency responseis shown in
fig.3.14.

Fig.3.14: Frequency response of four coefficients HB filter
The frequency response of the two-cascaded two-coefficient filter (H2) is
used as a last stage of the multistage multirate LPF filter. The binary values of the
coefficients of the twoHB filters are summarized in Table 3.2. The few onebits in
the coefficient indicate the simpler realization of the multiplication process [13].
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Table 3.2:HB filters coefficients in fixed-point binary representation
HBfilter

Resp.

a0

b0

a1

b1

Two-coefficient

H1

0.001

0.1001

--

--

Two-cascaded

H2

0.001

0.1001

0.01001

0.11

two-coefficient

The second stage in the MDF is two-coefficient HB filter (H1), and the third
stage is the two-cascaded two-coefficient HB filters (H2).Using Nobel identities,
the two all-pass sections can be transferred after the decimation by 2 resulting in
reduction of the shift register delays to the half number in each path, as shown in
fig.3.15 [13].

(a)

a  z 2
1  az 2
0.5
In

b  z 2
1  bz 2

Out

z

↓2

1

a  z 1
1  az 1

↓2

(b)

0.5
In

z

1

b  z 1
1  bz 1

↓2

Out

Fig.3.15: Two-coefficient all-pass HB decimation filter,
(a) conventional (b) modified
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Hence, a reduction in the hardware complexity of the two-path polyphaseHB
filters is achieved keeping the same frequency response which is compared with
that of the conventional one for the two-coefficient HB filter.
The frequency response of cascaded CIC-HB filters for the proposed
multirate decimation filter is shown in fig.3.16.

Fig.3.16: Overall Frequency response of the proposed MDF
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CHAPTER 4
FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAY (FPGA)
TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN FLOW
This chapter presents a complete description of design environment used in
the implementation of the proposed multirate decimation filter for noise
thermometer application.All stages were specified using the hardware description
language VHDL [29]. The proposed filter was developed to run at our prototyping
environment. This environment consists of a PC equipped with a PCI card where a
Xilinx Virtex 800 FPGA “XCV800” is mounted [30, 31].
For the aim of VHDL simulation, a ModelSim from Model Technology is
used [32]. As synthesis tool, Xilinx Integrated Software Environment (ISE)
program is used for FPGA implementation (synthesis, mapping, place and route,
timing analysis and bit stream generation) to generate a configuration bit stream.
This bit streams are further processed with a utility from the vendor of the
prototyping environment under Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering
Workbench (LabVIEW) to configure the FPGA over the PCI bus. Subroutines of
LabVIEW are used to send/receive input/output to/from Xilinx XCV800 via the
DSP processor [33].

4.1 FPGA Technology
FPGA technology is the solution to fill the gap between software and
hardware due to its flexibility. The FPGA chip can be reprogrammed many times
without an expenses cost and also it is faster than the software coding so we can
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use the FPGA in multirate digital filter application that can be reprogrammed many
times.
Using the FPGA technology is more flexible than using ASICs or fullcustom
VLSI devices, because if the sampling rate is changed it have to be redesigned and
remanufactured that mean a lot of time and a high cost. But ifFPGA have been
used, then it can be reprogrammed without more cost.

4.1.1 FPGA Design Stages
The different stages in the creation of an FPGA design are summarized in
fig.4.1.

Design Modeling
Verification and simulation
Synthesis and optimization
Placement and Routing
Verification and simulation
Configuration
Testing

Fig.4.1: Design stages of FPGA
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i.

Design Modeling
Design modeling stage is the first stage that depends on it the whole

microelectronic design. The modeling design is done using Hardware Description
Languages (HDL’s) as VHDL (Very high-level HDL) and Verilog.

ii.

Functional Verification and Simulation
After a design has been captured as an HDL description, verification and

simulation allow us to verify that the design description behaves as expected.
Software tools (e.g.: ModelSim, Synopsys ...) assist a programmer to complete this
step and allow him to define simulation environments that provide the circuit
description with adequate input signals.

iii.

Synthesis and Optimization
The high level description of a circuit is mapped onto the physical resources

of a reconfigurable device (e.g.: logic blocks) during the synthesis phase. Synthesis
can be described as a set of transformations applied to the code in different
abstraction levels.
 Architectural Synthesis
It is the task of generating an architectural view for a high level
model. It is also called high level synthesis because it determines the
macroscopic (i.e.: block level) structure of the circuit.
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 Logic-level Synthesis
It is the task of generating a structural view for a high level model.
Thus logic synthesis determines the microscopic (i.e.: gate level) structure of
a circuit. Circuit optimization is often performed in conjunction with
synthesis. Optimization is motivated not only by the desire of maximizing
the circuit quality, but also by the fact that synthesis without optimization
would yield noncompetitive circuits. Usual quality measures for circuits are
area and clock frequency. Software tools are used to generate this lower
level description of a circuit and to optimize the combinatorial and
sequential elements of the design.

iv.

Placement and Routing
The major tasks in physical design are placement and wiring, also called

routing. It consists of placing the synthesized blocks into the specific physical
blocks within the hardware, and in connecting them using the reconfigurable
routing. Implementation tools (e.g.: Xilinx ISE) are used to perform these tasks
and generate a configuration net list that is used to configure the FPGAs. They also
provide the designer with the final implementation results such as gate count, work
frequency ...etc.

v.

Timing Verification and Simulation
Before the physical tests, a post place and route simulation can be performed

additionally to the verifications, to verify if the implemented design behaves as
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expected. Time and area considerations may be important in order to determine if
the circuit performances are sufficient.

vi. Configuration
Configuration refers to the programming phase of an FPGA. Usually, the
configuration net list is sent from the host computer to the reconfigurable device
via serial or parallel ports in order to specify its behavior. After configuration, the
FPGA is assumed to act as a purpose-built circuit.

vii. Testing
A particular feature of microelectronic circuits is the high difficulty to
generate suitable testing environments. This is due to the size and complexity of
present circuits. Although reconfigurable devices may be programmed in order to
implement different behaviors, their physical layout is actually never changed and
therefore, the testing of reconfigurable circuits has not to be repeated for every
design. Only its communication with the outside world must be adapted.

4.2 Hardware platform
In this section a brief discussion about Xilinx Virtex family, Universal DSP
Data Acquisition (UNIDAQ) board; which we worked with and Xilinx chip
Virtex-XCV800 which is on UNIDAQ board.
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4.2.1 Xilinx Virtex Family
The Xilinx Virtex Family delivers a high-speed and high-capacity “Densities
from 50K to 1M system gates” programmable logic solution that enhances design
flexibility while reducing time-to-market. The Virtex user-programmable gate
array, shown in fig.4.2, comprisestwo major configurable elements: Configurable
Logic Blocks (CLBs) and Input/outputBlocks (IOBs) [30].
• CLBs: provide the functional elements for constructing logic.
• IOBs: provide the interface between the package pins and the CLBs.
Eight I/O banks result from separating each edge of the FPGA into two
banks, as shown in fig.4.3. Each bank has multiple Vcco pins, also of which must
be connected to the same voltage. This voltage is determined by the output
standards in use.

Fig.4.2:Virtex Architecture Overview

Fig.4.3:Virtex I/O Banks
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The basic building block of the Virtex CLB is the Logic Cell (LC). An LC
includesa 4-input function generator, carry logic, and a storage element. Each
Virtex CLB contains four LCs, organized in two similar slices, as shown in fig.4.4
and 4.5 shows a more detailed view of a single slice. In addition to the four basic
LCs, the Virtex CLB contains logic that combines function generators to provide
functions of five or six inputs.
Virtex function generators are implemented as 4-input Look-Up Tables
(LUTs). In addition to operating as a function generator, each LUT can provide a
16 x 1-bit synchronous RAM. Furthermore, the two LUTs within a slice can be
combined to create a 16 x 2-bit or 32 x 1-bit synchronous RAM, or a 16x1-bit
dual-port synchronous RAM. The Virtex LUT can also provide a 16-bit shift
register that is ideal for capturing high-speed or burst-mode data. This mode can
also be used to store data in applications such as DSP.

Fig.4.4: 2-slices Virtex CLB
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Fig.4.5: Detailed View of Virtex Slice

4.2.2 Prototyping Environment
In order to obtain experimental results on real world data, a PC equipped
with a UNIDAQ boardis used as prototyping platform. The UNIDAQ prototyping
board; which shown in fig.4.6; was manufactured byZEL/FZ-Juelich, Germany. It
has a local DSP and an FPGA. FPGA series is Xilinx Virtex device of XCV800
package. The block diagram for the board is shown in fig.4.7 [31].
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Fig.4.6: UNIDAQ prototyping board

Fig.4.7: UNIDAQ block diagram
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The DSP Module C6701 is an ultra-high performance solution for the most
demanding embedded DSP applications. This module is particularly suited for
applications requiring a small size stand-alone. CPU-board is capable of highspeed data transfer and ultra-high signal processing power, besides performing the
control and communication tasks common to a typical embedded system.
Besides the DSPs internal memory (64 Kbytes data memory and 64 Kbytes
program memory), the DSP Module is equipped with 512 Kbytes zero wait state
Synchronous Burst Static RAM (SBSRAM) and a non-volatile Flash Memory, 512
Kbytes organized as 256k x 16bit, for program and parameter storage.
To communicate with the PCI card one has to design a simple
LabVIEWprogram, which initializes the card, configures the FPGA, set the clock
rate and starts the data transfer or the computation.

4.2.3 The Xilinx XCV800 Device
The Xilinx XCV800 device consists of a matrix of Configurable Logic
Blocks (CLB) with 56 rows and 84 columns. These CLBs are SRAM based and
can be configured many times. After shut down the power supply, they have to be
reconfigured. Table 4.1 shows the device specification[30].
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Table 4.1: XCV800 device specification
System

CLB

Logic

Maximum

Block

Max select

gates

Array

Cells

Available I/O

RAM Bits

RAM+ bits

888,439

56x84

21,168

512

114,688

301,056

The CLBs could be interconnected with horizontal and vertical signals.
LUTs are configurable as 16-bit RAM, 32-bit RAM, 16-bit dual-ported RAM, or
16-bit shift register. RAMs are configurable synchronous dual-ported 4K-bit.
In this work, the package BG432, Device XCV800, with speed grade ‘-4’
from vertex family is used for all next FPGA implementation.
4.3 PCI Interfacing System
The vendor of the prototyping environment provides a utility that configure an
FPGA over the PCI bus. Subroutines of LabVIEW package (Virtual
Instrumentation “VI” Programming Package) are used to communicate with
XCV800 via the DSP processor.
To communicate with the PCI card, a driver developed using LabVIEW,
which initializes the card, configures the FPGA, set the clock rate and starts the
data transfer or the computation.
Fig.4.8 shows the architecture outline of PCI interfacing process. First the
signal samples are transferred to the FPGA, and then the discrimination algorithm
implemented in the FPGA is started. After discrimination, the decision code is
transferred to the VI Program.
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Local Address/Data Bus

DSP
Processor

Xilinx XCV800
Multirate
Decimation
Filter

PCI
Controller

Signal
Decision

PCI Top Level
Interfacing
Module

VI Driver
(LabVIEW)

PCI Multiplexed Address/Data Bus

Fig.4.8: PCI Interfacing System Block Diagram.

4.3.1 PCI Top Level Interfacing Module
The FPGA itself can be configured with any circuit. Due to the fixed data path
on the PCI card, some limitations have to be considered. Each design has to be
wrapped with a so-called top-level module. This module provides VHDL interface
described known as PCI interface contains other different modules each with
different complexity.
EntityPCI_Interface is
port (
-- System Signal
Clk
:
Reset
:
LEDD2
:

IN
IN
OUT

std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
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-- System Clock
-- System Reset

LEDD3
:
OUT
-- DSP Interface
xD
:
INOUT
nxIOSEL
:
IN
nxRD
:
IN
nxWR
:
IN
nCS_IO
:
OUT
nRD_IO
:
OUT
nWR_IO
:
OUT
xA
:
IN
nINT0
:
OUT
nINT1
:
OUT
nINT2
:
OUT
nINT3
:
OUT
Timer0
:
OUT
Timer1
:
OUT
Flag0
:
OUT
Flag1
:
OUT
EVENT
:
OUT
-- Signals of the piggy pack
LEDD2000 :
OUT
LEDD2001 :
OUT
LEDD2002 :
OUT
LEDD2003 :
OUT
LEDD2004 :
OUT

std_logic;
std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(11 downto 0);
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;

);
EndPCI_Interface;
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4.3.2 Read/Write Module
To communicate with both the PC and the DSP processor, the busses have to
be multiplexed “Data from PCI and Data to PCI”. The following is VHDL sample
of read and write process.
-- Address Decoder DSP Interface
process (snxIOSEL, snxRD, xa)
begin
if (snxIOSEL='0') and (snxRD='0') then
casexa is
when ADR_OUTSTAT =>xD<= RegStop;
when ADR_ CFG =>xD<= RegCFG;
when others =>xD<= LOW32;
end case;
else
xD<= TRISTATE32;
end if;
end process;
-- Write DSP Interface
process (Reset, InxWR)
begin
if Reset='1' then
In_Reg_A<= (others=>'0');
Elsifrising_edge(InxWR) then
casexa is
whenADR_WRITE_x_in =>In_Reg_A<= xD(7 downto 0);
when others =>
end case;
end if;
end process;
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4.3.3 Software VI Driver
To complete the interfacing system a module that run under LabVIEW
package is used to show the result obtained from the prototyping environment.
Fig. 4.9shows the interface for the test environment of the proposed multirate
decimation filter.

Fig 4.9: Screen layout of LabVIEW Driver
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CHAPTER 5
FPGA IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, FPGA implementation is carried out, for proposed multirate
decimation filter. The FPGA chip (Xilinx Virtex800 "XCV800") is utilized to
implement the proposed MDF, and interface to PCI card for the design case of the
noise thermometer. The XCV800 has 9408 slices, where a slice is the unit of the
Virtex architecture [30].
A custom PCI card was used where a Xilinx Virtex 800 FPGA “XCV800” is
mounted as shown in fig.4.6. The chip is connected with an external oscillator of
40 MHz, on a PCI card. A binary counter is used to design a power-of-2 frequency
divider, while all multiplication process for HB filtersare designed based on both
shift and add techniques for lower power and higher speed implementation [34,
35].

5.2Simulation Results
Fig.5.1 illustrates simulation result for the proposed multirate decimation
filter that composed of three stages to reduce the frequency sample rate by factor
ofM = 64, for sinusoidal data input. Simulation is carried out using ModelSim
software program.
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Fig.5.1: Simulation results of the proposed multirate decimation filter

5.3 Hardware Implementation of the Proposed Multirate
DecimationFilter
FPGAs implementation for the proposed multirate decimation filter has been
carried out on Xilinx VirtexXCV800 BG432-4 device using ISE program. The first
stage, CIC filter, does not require multipliers. Second and third stages HB filters
are implemented using shift and add operations, instead of using power cost
multipliers.
This section will preview Virtexchip utilized resources, in terms of the
number of D-flip flops (FFs),the number of LUTs, and the number of slices used
forimplementing filter stages. Also the maximum allowable operating frequencies
forimplemented filter stages are listed.

5.3.1 First StageCIC Filter
Device utilization summary: (Selected Device: v800bg432-4)
Number of Slices

191 out of 9408

Number of Slice Flip Flops

326 out of 18816

Number of 4 input LUTs

165 out of 18816

Number of IOs

20

Number of bonded IOBs

20 out of

Number of GCLKs

2

out of
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320
4

Timing Summary: (Speed Grade: -4)
Minimum period

10.555ns

Maximum Frequency94.742MHz
Minimum input arrival time before clock

8.251ns

Maximum output required time after clock

8.498ns

5.3.2 Second StageTwo-coefficient HBFilter (H1)
Device utilization summary: (Selected Device: v800bg432-4)
Number of Slices

74 out of 9408

Number of Slice Flip Flops

100 out of 18816

Number of 4 input LUTs

89 out of 18816

Number of IOs

26

Number of bonded IOBs

26 out of

Number of GCLKs

1

out of

320
4

Timing Summary: (Speed Grade: -4)
Minimum period

13.845ns

Maximum Frequency 72.228MHz
Minimum input arrival time before clock

13.654ns

Maximum output required time after clock

8.289ns
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5.3.3 Third StageTwo-cascaded Two-coefficient HBFilter (H2)
Device utilization summary: (Selected Device: v800bg432-4)
Number of Slices

154 out of 9408

Number of Slice Flip Flops

203 out of 18816

Number of 4 input LUTs

210 out of 18816

Number of IOs

26

Number of bonded IOBs

26 out of

Number of GCLKs

1

out of

320
4

Timing Summary: (Speed Grade: -4)
Minimum period

16.649 ns

Maximum Frequency60.064MHz
Minimum input arrival time before clock

13.654ns

Maximum output required time after clock 8.289ns
For thefrequency performance, it is noticed that the greatest values of
allowable operatingfrequency is for theCIC filter, while the lowest values is forthe
two-cascaded two-coefficient HBfilter.

5.4 FPGA Realization for the Proposed MDF
Figs.5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 showthe output from FPGA UNIDAQ board after
complete running for sinusoidal data input with different frequencies as input to
the proposed MDF. When the input frequency is in the pass band of the
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proposedmultirate decimation LPF filter as in figs. 5.2 and 5.3, this produces an
output decimated signal by 64 with the same amplitude. But when the frequency of
the input signal be in the transition band of the filter it well produce an attenuated
output decimated signal by 64 as shown in fig.5.4. Fig.5.5 shows that when the
frequency of the input signal lies in the stop band, the filter prevents the passage
ofthis signal.

Fig.5.2: Implementation result of the proposedmultiratedecimation filter, for
sinusoidal inputfin = 78.125 KHz.
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Fig.5.3: Implementation result of the proposedmultiratedecimation filter, for
sinusoidal inputfin = 156.25 KHz.

Fig.5.4: Implementation result of the proposedmultiratedecimation filter, for
sinusoidal inputfin = 312.5 KHz.
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Fig.5.5: Implementation result of the proposedmultiratedecimation filter, for
sinusoidal inputfin = 625 KHz.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusion
Multirate digital filters are of great importance in DSPsystems, where they
commonly used to improve a digital filter design and implementation. The
multirate approach increases the computation speed, decrease the overall filter
order, and decrease power consumption. The basic multirate techniques suitable
for filter design and implementations are polyphase decomposition, multistage
filtering and frequency masking. An important application of multirate techniques
is design and implementation of narrow-band, and wide-band digital filters with
sharp transition bands. CIC filters and HB filters are basic building blocks in
multirate systems.
The realization of an efficient multistagemultirate decimation low-pass filter
with narrow pass-band and narrow transition band for noise thermometer
application is introduced. There are multiple architectures to implement a multirate
decimation filter. This thesis intended to the usage of CIC filter and HB filters as
the decimation filter to reduce the frequency sample rate by factor of 64 and detail
of the implementation steps to realize this design in hardware. The two-coefficient
and four-coefficient polyphaseHB filters are selected to be the decimation-by-two
in the second and third stages.
The proposed MDF is realized on an FPGA chip (Xilinx VirtexXCV800
BG432-4). The implementation area of the two channels system consumes 844
slices (9%). For comparison with other solution, the implemented MDF using six
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stages HB filters introduced in [13], utilizes 1034 slices (11%). Using CIC-HB
technique instead of six stages HB filters saves 18% of the design area, while
achieving the same performance. So we conclude that, the proposed multirate
decimation Low pass filter offers the most efficient solution.

6.2 Future work
Multirate signal processing continues to be an active area of research and
many opportunities exist for further research. According to the obtained results in
this thesis we can see the following aspossible extensions to this work:
 Studying the effect of applying the proposed MDF for higher CIC filter
order,specifically for fifth order.
 The proposed MDF developed in this dissertation is based on a HB-IIR
filter. The HB-FIR filter was not considered here; however,multirate theory
applies equally well to the FIR case and also would provide
significantcontributions to the theory of multirate signal processing.
 Improve the performance of this filter type in terms of the frequency
response, reduce sensitivity, and reduce power consumption and area.
 Studying the effect of increasing input signal amplitude on the filter
performance of this type.
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APPENDIX
VHDL LISTINGS
1- PCI_multirate_filter_PE.vhd
library IEEE;
use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all;
useIEEE.STD_LOGIC_SIGNED.all;
library UNISIM;
useUNISIM.vcomponents.all;
entityPCI_multirate_filter_PE is
port (
-- System Signals
Clk
Reset

:
:

IN
IN

std_logic;
std_logic;

LEDD2
LEDD3

:
:

OUT
OUT

std_logic;
std_logic;

-- DSP Interface
xD

:

INOUT

nxIOSEL
nxRD
nxWR
nCS_IO
nRD_IO
nWR_IO
xA

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

IN
IN
IN
OUT
OUT
OUT
IN

nINT0
nINT1
nINT2
nINT3
Timer0
Timer1
Flag0
Flag1
EVENT

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

OUT
OUT
OUT
OUT
OUT
OUT
OUT
OUT
OUT

std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
-- in/out data bus
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(11 downto 0);
-- address bus
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
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-- System Clock
-- System Reset

LEDD2000
LEDD2001
LEDD2002
LEDD2003
LEDD2004
);
endPCI_multirate_filter_PE;

:
:
:
:
:

OUT
OUT
OUT
OUT
OUT

std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic;
std_logic

architecture SHAPEADC ofPCI_multirate_filter_PE is
-- CONSTANTS
constant
TRISTATE32: std_logic_vector(31 downto 0) := (others =>'Z');
constant
LOW4
: std_logic_vector(3 downto 0) := (others =>'0');
constant
LOW8
: std_logic_vector(7 downto 0) := (others =>'0');
constant
LOW12
: std_logic_vector(11 downto 0) := (others =>'0');
constant
LOW14
: std_logic_vector(13 downto 0) := (others =>'0');
constant
LOW16
: std_logic_vector(15 downto 0) := (others =>'0');
constant
LOW18
: std_logic_vector(17 downto 0) := (others =>'0');
constant
LOW20
: std_logic_vector(19 downto 0) := (others =>'0');
constant
LOW21
: std_logic_vector(20 downto 0) := (others =>'0');
constant
LOW24
: std_logic_vector(23 downto 0) := (others =>'0');
constant
LOW32
: std_logic_vector(31 downto 0) := (others =>'0');
-- Internal Register Address --------------------------------------------------constant
ADR_WRITE_x_in :
std_logic_vector(11 downto 0) :=
"000000000011";
-- 3
constant
ADR_CFG
: std_logic_vector(11 downto 0) :=
"000000001100";
--12
constant
ADR_READ_OP
: std_logic_vector(11 downto 0) :=
"000000001110";
--14
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Used XILINX Module
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------component STARTUP_VIRTEX
port(
GSR : in
std_logic;
GTS : in
std_logic;
CLK : in
std_logic);
end component;
component IBUF
port( I : in
O : out
end component;

std_logic;
std_logic);
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component IBUFG
port( I : in
O : out
end component;

std_logic;
std_logic);

component BUFG
port( I : in
O : out
end component;

std_logic;
std_logic);

-- Clock Dll ------------------------------------------------------------------------component CLKDLL
port(
CLKIN
: IN std_logic;
CLKFB
: IN std_logic;
RST : IN std_logic;
CLK0 : OUT std_logic;
CLK90
: OUT std_logic;
CLK180
: OUT std_logic;
CLK270
: OUT std_logic;
CLK2X
: OUT std_logic;
CLKDV
: OUT std_logic;
LOCKED
: OUT std_logic
);
end component;
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------componentmultirate_filter
port (
CLK : in std_logic;
RESET
: in std_logic;
EN
: in std_logic;
cascade_in : in std_logic_vector( 7 downto 0);
cascade_out : out std_logic_vector( 11 downto 0));
end component;
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------componentNBit_Reg
generic (width : positive := 8);
-- word width
port (CLK : in std_logic;
-- clock
RST : in std_logic;
-- reset
EN : in std_logic;
D : in std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0); -- data input
Q : out std_logic_vector(width-1 downto 0)); -- data output
end component;
componentdx
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PORT(d,clk,reset , enable : INSTD_LOGIC;
q : OUT STD_LOGIC);
end component;
-- multirate_filter Interface
SignalIn_Reg_A
: std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); -- Cascade_in
Signalop_RDY
: std_logic;
signal RST_OP_RDY, T_RST_OP_RDY : std_logic;
signalmultirate_filter_EN : std_logic;
signalLoad_AB,T_Load_AB : std_logic;
signalOut_Reg_R :std_logic_vector(11 downto 0); -- Cascade_out
-- Sys Clock
signal
IClk
:
std_logic;
-- Input Buffer
signal
ISysClk
:
std_logic;
signal
SysClk
:
std_logic;
signal
ISysClk2x
:
std_logic;
signal
SysClk2x
:
std_logic;
-- DoubleInputclock
signal clk_bg, fftclk, fftenable, notfften, InxWR_reg, en_temp:
std_logic;
signal enable_counter: std_logic_vector(1 downto 0);
signal enable_count: std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
-- Config Register ------------------------------------------------------------------signal RegCFG

:

std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);-- MULTIRATE PE OUT

-- DSP Interface --------------------------------------------------------------------signal IxD

:

std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);-- internalData bus

-- Special XILINX routing Signals -------------------------------------------------signal
signal

IInxWR
InxWR

:
:

std_logic;
std_logic;

-- Synchronization the DSP Signalsonto FPGA clk -------------------------------------signal
signal

snxIOSEL
snxRD

:
:

std_logic;
std_logic;

-- Dummy Signals --------------------------------------------------------------------signal
signal
signal

counter_uni
low , logic1
sShift

:
:
:

std_logic_vector(25 downto 0);
std_logic;
std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);
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begin
low <= '0';
logic1 <='1';
-- Simulation Global Set/Reset Network
U1: STARTUP_VIRTEX port map ( GSR => Reset,
GTS => low,
CLK => low);
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------System Clock
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PIBUF0:IBUFG
port map

(I=>Clk,
O=>IClk);

DLL1PM:CLKDLL
port map (
CLKIN
CLKFB
RST
CLK0
CLK90
CLK180
CLK270
CLK2X
CLKDV
LOCKED
PBUFG0:BUFG
port map

=>IClk,
=>SysClk,
=> low,
=>ISysClk,
=> open,
=> open,
=> open,
=> SysClk2x, --ISysClk2x
=>clk_bg,
--fftclk
=> open);

( I =>ISysClk,
O =>SysClk ); -- Full Clock

PBUFG2: BUFG
port map (I =>clk_bg,
O =>fftclk);
-- Half clock
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Asynchronous DSP Interface
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PBUFG1:
IBUF port map
( I =>nxWR, O =>InxWR);
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Binary Counter
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PBLINK:
process (Reset,SysClk)
begin
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if Reset = '1' then
counter_uni<= "00000000000000000000000000";
elsifrising_edge(SysClk) then
counter_uni<= counter_uni + "00000000000000000000000001";
end if;
end process;
-- Default: Signalsfor the DSP -----------------------------------------------------nINT0
nINT1
nINT2
nINT3
Timer0
Timer1
Flag0
Flag1

<= '1';
<= '1';
<= '1';
<= '1';
<= '1';
<= '1';
<= '1';
<= '1';

-- LEDs -----------------------------------------------------------------------------LEDD2
LEDD3

<= counter_uni(25);
<= not counter_uni(25);

LEDD2000
LEDD2001
LEDD2002
LEDD2003
LEDD2004

<= not sShift(3);
<= not sShift(2);
<= not sShift(1);
<= not sShift(0);
<= counter_uni(25);

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Synchronization DSP Signals
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PSnxIOSEL: process(Reset,SysClk2x)
begin
if Reset='1' then
snxIOSEL<= '1';
snxRD<= '1';
elsifrising_edge(SysClk2x) then
snxIOSEL<= nxIOSEL;
snxRD <= nxRD;
end if;
end process;
-- Adress Decoder IOs ---------------------------------------------------nCS_IO
<= not (xA(11) and not snxIOSEL);
nRD_IO
<= not (xA(11) and not snxIOSEL and not snxRD);
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nWR_IO

<= not (xA(11) and not snxIOSEL and not InxWR);

-- Adress Decoder DSP Interface ------------------------------------------------------- Read Data from XCV800
PDataRD:process (snxIOSEL, snxRD, xa)
begin
if (snxIOSEL='0') and (snxRD='0') then
casexa is
when
ADR_CFG =>xD<= ("0000000000000000000000000000000" & OP_RDY);
when
ADR_READ_OP => xD<= ("00000000000000000000" &Out_Reg_R);
when others =>
xD<= LOW32;
end case;
else
xD<= TRISTATE32;
end if;
end process;
-- IOSEL/Write DSP Interface ---------------------------------------------------------- WRITE DATA To XCV800
PDataWR:

process (Reset, InxWR, snxIOSEL)
begin
if Reset='1' then
In_Reg_A
<= (others=>'0');
elsifrising_edge(InxWR) then
casexa is
whenADR_WRITE_x_in => In_Reg_A<= xD(7 downto 0);
when others =>
end case;
end if;
end process;

multirate_filter_COMPONENT: multirate_filter
port map (CLK
=>fftclk,
RESET
=> Reset,
EN
=>multirate_filter_EN,
cascade_in =>In_Reg_A,
cascade_out =>Out_reg_R);
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Process detect writing Input
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LD_IN_AB: process (Reset, snxIOSEL, InxWR, Load_AB, xa)
begin
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ifReset='1' or Load_AB='1' then
T_Load_AB <= '0';
elsifInxWR'eventandInxWR='1' then
casexa is
whenADR_WRITE_x_in=>T_Load_AB<= '1';
when others =>
T_Load_AB<= '0';
end case;
end if;
end process;
CATCH_LD_AB : dx port map( d

=>T_Load_AB,
clk =>fftclk,
reset => Reset,
enable => logic1,
q
=>Load_AB);

--- End Process detect write Input
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ADJ: process (fftclk, RST_OP_RDY)
begin
if Reset='1' or RST_OP_RDY = '1' then
OP_RDY
<= '0';
multirate_filter_EN<= '0';
elsiffftclk'event and fftclk='1' then
ifload_AB = '1' thenmultirate_filter_EN<= '1';
elsif clk2 ='1' then
OP_RDY
<= '1';
multirate_filter_EN<= '0';
else
multirate_filter_EN<= '0';
end if;
end if;
end process;
R_OP_RDY: process (Reset, snxRD, RST_OP_RDY, xa)
begin
if Reset='1' or RST_OP_RDY = '1' then
T_RST_OP_RDY <= '0';
elsifsnxRD'event and snxRD='1'then
case xa is
when ADR_READ_OP => T_RST_OP_RDY <= '1';
when others => T_RST_OP_RDY <= '0';
end case;
end if;
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end process;
OBS_RST_RDY :
port map

dx
( d => T_RST_OP_RDY,
clk =>fftclk,
reset => Reset,
enable => logic1,
q
=> RST_OP_RDY );

end SHAPEADC;

2- Multirate_filter
LIBRARY ieee ;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all;
USE ieee.std_logic_signed.all;
entitymultirate_filter is
generic ( stages : integer := 2);
port (CLK : in std_logic;
-- system CLK
RESET
: in std_logic; -- RESET active high
EN
: in std_logic;
cascade_in : in std_logic_vector( 7 downto 0);
-- 8-bit input signal
cascade_out : out std_logic_vector( 11 downto 0); -- 12-bit output signal
out_en : out std_logic);
endmultirate_filter;
architecture behave of multirate_filter is
component cic3r16
port(clk, reset : IN STD_LOGIC;
EN : IN STD_LOGIC;
cic_in : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0);
clk2 : OUT STD_LOGIC;
cic_out : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 DOWNTO 0));
endcomponent;
componenthb_filter
generic ( stages : integer);
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port (CLK
: in std_logic;
RESET
: in std_logic;
HB_in : in std_logic_vector(11 downto 0);
HB_out
: out std_logic_vector(11 downto 0);
out_en
: out std_logic);
end component;
signaltmp_cic_out : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR ( 11 downto 0 ) ;
signal CLK_HB : STD_LOGIC;
begin
CIC:cic3r16
port map ( clk =>clk, RESET => reset , EN => EN , cic_in =>cascade_in ,
cic_out =>tmp_cic_out, clk2 => CLK_HB);
HB: hb_filter
generic map( stages => stages)
port map (clk => CLK_HB, RESET => RESET, HB_in =>tmp_cic_out,
HB_out =>cascade_out, out_en =>out_en);
end behave;

3- cic3r16.vhd
LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.ALL;
USE ieee.std_logic_signed.ALL;
Entitycic3r16 IS
port( clk, reset : IN STD_LOGIC;
EN : IN STD_LOGIC;
cic_in : IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0);
clk2 : OUT STD_LOGIC;
cic_out : OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(11 DOWNTO 0));
END cic3r16;
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ARCHITECTURE fpgaof cic3r16 is
--M = 16, D = 1,andN= 3
TYPE STATE_TYPE IS (hold, sample);
SIGNAL state : STATE_TYPE ;
SIGNAL clkdv : STD_LOGIC;
SIGNAL count : INTEGER RANGE 0 TO 15;
SIGNAL i0, i1, i2: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(19 DOWNTO 0); -- I section 0, 1, and 2
SIGNAL i2d1, c1, c0 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(19 DOWNTO 0);
-- I and COMB section 0
SIGNAL c1d1, c2 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(19 DOWNTO 0); -- COMB1
SIGNAL c2d1, c3 : STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(19 DOWNTO 0);-- COMB2
BEGIN
FSM: PROCESS (reset,EN,clk)
BEGIN
IF reset = '1' or EN = '0' THEN
state<= hold;
count<= 0;
clk2 <= '0';
clkdv<= '0';
ELSIF clk'event and clk='1' THEN

-- Asynchronous reset

IF count = 15 THEN
count<= 0;
state<= sample;
clk2 <= '1';
clkdv<= '1';
ELSE
count<= count + 1;
state<= hold;
clk2 <= '0';
clkdv<= '0';
END IF;
END IF;
END PROCESS FSM;
Int: PROCESS(clk,reset)

-- 3 integrator sections
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begin
if reset = '1' THEN -- Asynchronous reset
i0 <= (OTHERS=>'0');
i1 <= (OTHERS=>'0');
i2 <= (OTHERS=>'0');
elsifclk'event and clk='1'then
i0 <= i0 + ((19 downto 8 =>cic_in(7))&cic_in);
i1 <= i1 + i0 ;
i2 <= i2 + i1 ;
end if;
endPROCESSInt;
Comb: PROCESS(clkdv,reset) -- 3 comb sections
begin
if reset = '1' THEN
-- Asynchronous reset
c0 <= (OTHERS=>'0');
i2d1 <= (OTHERS=>'0');
c1 <= (OTHERS=>'0');
c1d1 <= (OTHERS=>'0');
c2 <= (OTHERS=>'0');
c2d1 <= (OTHERS=>'0');
c3 <= (OTHERS=>'0');
elsifclkdv'event and clkdv = '1' then
c0 <= i2;
i2d1 <= c0;
c1 <= c0 - i2d1;
c1d1 <= c1;
c2 <= c1 - c1d1;
c2d1 <= c2;
c3 <= c2 - c2d1;
endIF;
endPROCESS Comb;
cic_out<= c3(19 DOWNTO 8);
endfpga;
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4- HB_filter.vhd
------ Decimation filter using multistages of decimator
------ each stage is two coefficient fifth-order filter
-----Number of Stages = 2
------ First stage 2coeffs all pass HB filter
------- Second stage is 2 sub-stage 2 coeffsallpassHB filters
--- 1st subtage in 2nd stage have same coeffs as others (a=1/8, b= 9/16)
--- 2nd subtage in 2nd stage havecoeffs (a=9/32, b= 3/4)
LIBRARY ieee ;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
USE ieee.std_logic_arith.all;
USE ieee.std_logic_signed.all;
Entityhb_filter is
generic ( stages :in integer :=2);
-- stages is generic integer number
port (CLK : in std_logic;
-- system CLK
RESET : in std_logic; -- RESET active high
HB_in : in std_logic_vector( 11 downto 0); -- 12-bit input signal
HB_out : out std_logic_vector( 11 downto 0);
-- 12-bit output signal
out_en : out std_logic);
endhb_filter;
architecture behave of hb_filter is
componentdecim_stage
port (CLK : in std_logic;
CE : in std_logic;
RESET
: in std_logic;
Xin : in std_logic_vector(11 downto 0);
Xout : out std_logic_vector( 11 downto 0));
end component;
component decim_stage1
port (CLK : in std_logic;
CE : in std_logic;
RESET
: in std_logic;
Xin : in std_logic_vector( 11 downto 0);
Xout : out std_logic_vector( 11 downto 0));
end component;
typeint_signal is array (0 to stages+1) of std_logic_vector(11 downto 0);
signal
X
: int_signal;
signal CE, COUNT: std_logic_vector( stages downto 0);
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constant

one : std_logic_vector( 15 downto 0):= "0000000000000001";

begin
CE(0)<= '1';

--- CE of first stage is always high (no decimation)

---------------- CE GENERATE (DECIMATION CONTROL SIGNALS) ---------------g1 : for i in 1 to stages generate
CEi : CE(i) <= CE(i-1) and COUNT(i-1);
end generate;
------------------------ DECIMATION COUNTER stages-BIT ---------------------DEC_COUNT: process(RESET, CLK)
begin
if RESET = '1' then
COUNT <= (others => '0');
elsifrising_edge(CLK) then
COUNT <= COUNT + one(stages downto 0);
end if;
end process;
--------------------------------GENERIC STAGES------------------------------------------X(0) <= HB_in;
out_en<= CE(stages);
HB_out<= X(stages + 1);
g0 : for i in 0 to stages-1 generate
dec_i :decim_stage
port map (CLK, CE(i), RESET, X(i), X(i+1));
end generate;
dec_last : decim_stage1
port map (CLK, CE(stages), RESET, X(stages), X(stages+1));
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------end behave;
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الباب الثانى
يحتوى ھذا الفصل عل ى ع رض تفص يلي للمرش حات الرقمي ة المتع ددة المعدالتالمس تخدمة ف ى مج ال
معالج ة اإلش ارة الرقمي ة وأھميتھ ا والعملي ات األساس ية فيھاوكيفي ة تنفي ذھا والتقني ات المس تخدمة فيھامث ل
متطابقات نوبل والتمثيل متعدد األطوار والقناع الترددي.

الباب الثالث
م ن خ الل دراس ة األبح اث الس ابقة بين ا الخط وات المتبع ة ف ى تص ميم المرش حات الرقمي ة المتع ددة
المعدالت،وتم اختيار مرشح متع دد-المراح ل متع دد-الت ردد ض يق النط اق مم رر للنط اق الم نخفض )، (CIC
وك ذلك ت م اختي ار المرش حات نص فية النط اق )(HBمتع ددة الط ور ذات المع املين و ذات األرب ع مع امالت
لتستخدم كمراحل خفض التردد النصفي ،وتم عرض النتائج لكل حالة باستخدام برنامج .MATLAB

الباب الرابع
فى ھذا الفصل تم استعراض مقدمة عن مصفوفة البوابات المبرمجة حقليا.FPGA

الباب الخامس
تنفي ذ المرش حات الرقمي ة المتع ددة المع دالت الموض حة ف ي الفص ل الثال ث باس تخدام لغ ة VHDL
بواس طة برن امج  ،ModelSimوبرن امج  ISEوق د تحقق ت وظيف ة ھ ذه المرش حات بتحميلھ ا عل ى ش ريحة
 ،FPGA Xilinx Vertix-XCV800كم ا يحت وى ھ ذا الفص ل عل ى ع رض للنت ائج باس تخدام برن امجى
 ModelSimو .LabVIEW

الباب السادس
فى النھاية تم استعراض الخالصة البحثية للرسالة،كماتم اإلشارة إلى بعض األفكار البحثية المستقبلية.

ملخص الرسالة
ت التي َتُش ّك ُل ال ِع ْل َم والھندسةوھي واح دة م ن
يعتبر مجال معالجة اإلشارات الرقمية إحدى أقوى التقنيا ِ
أسرع التطبيقات نموا في عالم اإللكترونيات.ترجع ھذه األھمية ألنھاتستخدم عل ى نط اق شاس ع ف ى العدي د م ن
التطبيقات ،عل ى س بيل المث ال ف ى مج ال االتص االت الس لكية والالس لكية ،ومعالج ة الص وت ،وأجھ زة ال تحكم
والقي اس ،ومعالج ة الص ور،واألجھزة الطبي ة ،وأجھ زة ال تحكم المس تخدمة ف ى الص ناعة ،ھ ذا باإلض افة ال ى
أھميته فى التطبيقات العسكرية كاستخدامه فى الرادار ،وتوجيه الصواريخ ،واالتصال اآلمن.
معالج ة اإلش ارة الرقمي ة ھ ي مجموع ة م ن العملي ات الحس ابية تش مل مح ول فوريي ه ،المرش حات
الرقمي ة ،االلتف اف واالرتب اط .ي تم تحقي ق معالج ة اإلش ارة الرقمي ة باس تخدام المعالج ات الخاص ة والعام ة أو
باستخدام ال دوائر المتكامل ة حينم ا يتطل ب أداء أعل ى .بينم ا مص فوفة البواب ات المبرمج ة حقلي ا تق دم ح ل ثال ث
حيث تجمع بين مميزات الحلين السابقين.
لقد أصبحت تقنية البوابات المنطقية عالية الكثافة والقابلة للبرمجة حقليا منافسا قوي ا لتنفي ذ المرش حات
الرقمي ة والت ى كان ت ف ي الماض ي ي تم تنفي ذھا ع ن طري ق معالج ات األش ارة الرقمي ة وال دوائر المتكامل ة ذات
الخواص المميزة ،كما أصبحت أيضا طريقة مفضلة عند اختيار تقنية مالئمة لحلول اإلتصاالت الرقمية.
نستعرض فى ھذه الرسالة إحدى فروع مجال معالجة اإلشارات الرقمي ة أال وھ و المرش حات الرقمي ة
المتعددة المعدالت .ولعل السبب الرئيسى الستخدام ھذا النوع من المرش حات الرقمي ة ھ و تقلي ل تعقي د ال دوائر
اإللكترونية مما يؤدى الى تقليل التكلفة وتحسين األداء.
وقد تمت ھذه الدراسة فى ستةأبواب على النحو التالى:

الباب األول
تم استعراض أھمية مجال معالجة اإلشارة الرقمية ،واستخدامه فى العديد م ن التطبيق ات ذات األھمي ة
الكبيرة .ثم مقارنة بين معالج ة اإلش ارة الرقمي ة ومعالج ة اإلش ارة التناظري ة موض حين ممي زات األول ى عل ى
األخيرة .ثم عرضألنواع المرشحات الرقمية وتوضيح نقاط القوة والضعف فى كل نوع.
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